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Academic Freedom 22
   Definition 22
   Faculty Advisory Committee on Academic Freedom 23
   Faculty responsibilities 22
   Prerequisites to use of grievance procedure 23
Academic tenure, definition of 26
Administrative leave 53
Administrative position, appointment to 31
Administrative position, right to return 31
Adoption, re family leave 16
   Adoption of a child, re family leave Ref 34
Age 1
Alcohol abuse, leave 19
Anonymous material 33, 40, 54
Arbitration
   Award 62
   Union request for 61

Bargaining Unit 7 1
Bereavement leave 15
Birth, re family leave 16
   Birth of a child, re family leave Ref 34
Budget, relation to special salary adjustments Ref 71
Building maintenance 55
Bulletin boards, union use of 51

Chairs, compensation 59
Child care, re family leave 16
   Classroom, Educational and Professional Materials Ref 51
Classroom or educational materials, ownership of 25
Color 1
Compensation for Department Chairs 59
Confidentiality 22, 34, 38, 46, 51, 54, 60
Confidentiality of disciplinary actions 51
Conflict of interest 23-24, 34
   Conflict of interest, regarding inventions and outside employment Ref 50
Consultation, employer's duty of 51
Consulting 3
Accumulation of time 3

**Contract renewal** 28, 39

**Controversial matters in classroom, duties** 22

**Copyright** 25-26

*Copyrights*

- *Generally* Ref 43
- *Materials produced as a result of work for hire* Ref 55
- *Of faculty and staff* Ref 51

**Deadlines**

- Acceptance of proffered employment after refusal of transfer 33
- Arbitration request, option for HLRB list 61
- Arbitrator's decision 62
- Departmental procedures, to be written 24
- Disciplinary advisory committee, report 52
- Discipline, Chancellor's decision after DAC report 52
- Discipline, Step 2 grievance filed 52
- Duration of Agreement 64
- Emergency advanced vacation 11
- Ethics or Conflicts investigation, recusal of investigators 23
- Exclusion option to be exercised, re FPP 46
- Faculty Advisory Committee on Academic Freedom, convening 22
- Faculty Advisory Committee on Academic Freedom, recommendation 23
- Family leave, notice of intent to take 16
- Felony, answer to statement of conviction for 53
- Felony, Chancellor's decision after answer 53
- Felony, step 2 grievance filed after Chancellor's decision 53
- Grievance, disclosure of requested information 60
- Illness, notification of 14
- Intellectual property, joint committee, meeting 26
- Invalid provisions, renegotiations regarding 63
- Leave without pay, generally, application for 19
- Leaves, request for probationary credit for 31
- Non-renewal of probationer with more than two years' service, notice 40
- Non-renewal, request for reasons 40
- Nonrenewal of probationer, notice of intent to terminate 39
- Personnel files, destruction of derogatory materials 54
- Probationary credit, request for campus-campus transfer 30
- Probationary credit, request for credit for prior service 31
- Promotion denied, request for referee 44
- Promotion referee's report 45
- Promotion review panel, issuance of report 44
- Promotion review panel, request for 43
- Promotion, denial of, examination of dossier/request for meeting 42
- Promotion, negative recommendation, examination of dossier 41
Promotion, notification of decision regarding  41
Promotion, report by PRP negative, request to examine dossier  44
Promotion, request for PRP after positive referee's report  45
Renewal negotiations to begin  64
Reopener, teaching assignments and equivalencies  63
Request for credit for prior non-probationary service  27
Retrenchment, acceptance of offer of reemployment  49
Retrenchment, notice of termination to tenured appointees  48
Retrenchment, notice of termination to term appointees  48
Retrenchment, offer of reemployment  49
Retrenchment, stay of proceedings  47
Sabbatical application  6
Sick leave, application  14
Step 1 class grievance  60
Step 1 grievance, meeting and decision  61
Step 1 grievance, request for extension of time due to informal adjustment  61
Step 1 individual grievance  60
Step 2 grievance, appeal time, meeting, decision  61
Study leave  7
Suspension or discharge, time to answer probable cause statement  51
Tenure application  29
Tenure application forms, made available when  33
Tenure denial, applicant's election of remedies  36
Tenure denial, request for reconsideration  38
Tenure dossier, examination permitted following request  36
Tenure dossier, examination provided after denial  36
Tenure dossier, notice of desire to examine negative recommendation  36
Tenure dossier, notice of desire to examine, following denial  36
Tenure dossier, notification of desire to examine after negative notice  36
Tenure dossier, submission of additions before TPRC  36
Tenure Hearing Officer's report  37
Tenure, notification of grant or refusal  29
Termination, notice of, after refusal of transfer of program  32

Deadlines
  Report regarding calculation of overload  Ref 73

Death in immediate family  15
Dental plan  58
Department/Division Personnel Committee  24
  Composition  33, 41
  Community Colleges  34
  UH-Hilo  34, 35
  UH-Manoa  34, 35
  UH-West Oahu  34, 35
Disability  1
Disabled veteran  1
Disciplinary Advisory Committee  52
Discipline

Actions involving suspension or discharge 51
Actions less than suspension or discharge 53
Felony, special procedure for 53

Discrimination 1

Distance learning 25
Donating Shared Leave Ref 9
DPC, see Department/Division Personnel Committee 24

Drug abuse, leave 19
Drug plan 58
Duration, contract 64
Duration of probationary period
Tenure 27

Duty period 5
Employer determination of 5
Professional responsibility during 5
Spring break 5

Elective office Ref 5
Resignation or termination upon assumption of Ref 5

Emergency advanced vacation, as vacation leave 11
Emergency leave 18
Emergency use of family leave 16
Employment or "bumping" rights on retrenchment 48
Employment, outside 2
Equity, salary adjustments 58
Equivalents
Development of Ref 4
Relating to semester credit hours Ref 3

Ethical considerations in outside employment 2
Ethics in research, duty 22
Ethics or conflicts of interest, investigation of 23
Exclusion from deliberations and voting 24

Exclusion option 23, 34, 42, 46
During disciplinary action 51
Faculty Advisory Committee on Academic Freedom 22
Faculty Personnel Panel 46
Promotion Review Panel 42
Tenure and Promotion Review Committee 33

Expiration of agreement 64

Faculty Evaluation 4
Faculty Handbook 2
Faculty Members or Faculty, definition  1
Faculty Personnel Panel (FPP)  46
  Exclusion of members from  46
  TPRC's, relation to  47
Family leave  16
  Emergency use of  16
  Notice of Intent to Take  16
Family leave law  Ref 32
  Complaint re violation of  Ref 36
  Reasonable notice  Ref 34
Family member with serious health condition, re family leave  Ref 33
Fellowships and grants as basis for leave  18
Fiscal exigency  47
Funeral leave  15
Future need
  Established how  Ref 74
  On renewal of probationer  Ref 74

Gifts  2
Grants  2-3
Grievances
  Arbitrability, determined by arbitrator  62
  Arbitration, union request for  61
  Assistance of Union optional  60
  Award of arbitrator  62
  Class grievance, requirements  62
  Deadlines, individual and class grievances  60
  Informal adjustment encouraged  60
  Information pertaining, provided on request  60
  Specific term of Agreement to be cited  62
  Step 1 procedures and timing  61
  Step 2 procedures and timing  61
  Written grievance required  60
Group life insurance, see Health Fund  58

Hanai family, re bereavement leave  15
Health Fund  58-59
  Dental  58
  Drug plan  58
  Group life insurance  58
  Medical plan  58
  Vision care  58
Health and safety  55
Hearing Officer  37
HITS, see distance learning  25
Holidays  17
Honorarium in outside employment  2

Illness, notification of (UHH, UHM, UHWO)  14
Information, union access to, for representation purposes  51
Intellectual property
  Classroom or educational materials, ownership of  25
  Copyrights, policy governing  26
  Distance learning; equivalency or compensation required  25
  Patents, policy governing  26
  Periodic review of policies  26
  Re-transmission of lectures in future; conditions  25
  Recording by students  25
Intent to Publish Works, notice to PCC  Ref 52
Inventions
  Notice of determination of rights  Ref 41
  Outside agency, research supported by  Ref 42
  Personal or private research  Ref 42
  RCUH, inventions assigned to by PCC  Ref 46
  Reporting inventions  Ref 48
  State funded, procedures for reporting  Ref 53
  State funds, research supported by  Ref 42

Jury or witness duty  17

Lack of work  47
Layoffs  47
Leave Bank  Ref 6
Leave of absence, application for  Ref 31
Leave Sharing  5
Leave sharing  Ref 6
  Appeal of denial of application  Ref 14
  Discontinuance  Ref 14
  Donation process  Ref 10
  Receiving Shared Leave Credits  Ref 12
  Termination of program  Ref 15
Leave Sharing Review Committee  Ref 7
Leave without pay, applications for  19
Lecturers  56
  Pay rates  56
  Priority of hiring  56
Legal defense  3
Lighting 55
Literary property Ref 43
Lockout 63
Locus of tenure, see tenure 32
Lump sum payment for unused vacation Ref 26

Maintenance of buildings and classrooms 55
Management rights 63
Market, salary adjustments 58
Medical plan 58
Merit, salary adjustments 58
Military duty 12

National origin 1
Negotiations toward renewal, when 64
Net profits from sale or rebroadcast of lecture 25
Non-renewal of contract, notification of, barring application for tenure
  Tenure 30
Non-tenurable personnel 30
  Two- or three-year appointments for certain I & R faculty 30
Notification of grant or refusal, by Employer
  Tenure 29

Off-campus positions 2
Office hours 5
Outside employment
  Ethics 2
Overload compensation, calculation of Ref 73
Overload compensation for faculty 56

Parent, care of, family leave 16
Parking, subsidized, on-campus 21
Patent clauses under extramural grants Ref 57
Patent and Copyright Committee Ref 41
  Administration of Ref 45
  Powers and duties of Ref 46
Patent and Copyright Policy 26
Patent rights
  Exclusive in inventor, when Ref 47
  Exclusive in University, when Ref 47
  Release to inventor, by PCC Ref 46
Patent rights clause, subcontracts under Ref 58
Tenure 28

Probationary period, see Tenure 27

Professional improvement leave 18

Professional responsibilities 5

Promotion 40

Anonymous material prohibited 40
Change in the promotion criteria 41
Confidentiality of process 46
Decision in writing, when 41
Departmental personnel procedures 24
Examination of the dossier 41-42
Guidelines and procedures 40
Notification of negative decision 41
PRP 42
Referees 44

Promotion Review Panels, constitution and function 42

Proper cause requirement, for discipline 51

PRP, see Promotion Review Panels 42

Race 1

Receiving Shared Leave Ref 9

Recording lectures 25

Recusal, duty of faculty on personnel panels 46
Reemployment after retrenchment  49
Religion  1
Renewal of contracts  39
  Assessments and recommendations shown  39
  Grievance procedure as inapplicable to non-reappointment  40
  Non-reappointment, statement of reasons  40
  Requirements  39
  Written notification to terminate  39
Renewal of probationary contracts; term
  Tenure  28
Reopener on teaching equivalencies  63
Reorganization of programs  47
Representation rights  50
Research
  Breach of ethics, procedure  23
  Sale of  2
Research, commercial sponsorship of  Ref 50
Retention of all rights, following family leave  Ref 34
Retention, salary adjustments  58
Retrenchment
  Order of layoffs  47
Rights and benefits, retention of existing  1
Royalties, inventor's share of  Ref 49

Sabbatical leaves
  Applications, timing  6
  Criteria for granting  6
  Eligibility and credit toward  5
  Employment during  7
  Pay during  6
  Purpose  5
  Term of  6
Safety equipment  55
Salary  55
  Salary schedule, see R-15  55
Salary differentials, to what attributable  Ref 70
Salary Schedules  Ref 60
  Community College personnel  Ref 61
  Extension Agents & Home Economists  Ref 65
  Law  Ref 64
  Librarians  Ref 66
  Medicine  Ref 65
  UH-Hilo personnel  Ref 62
  UH-Manoa personnel  Ref 63
  UH-West Oahu personnel  Ref 62
Secret ballot  24, 34
Security  55
Severance pay  33
Sex  1
Sexual orientation  1
Sick leaves  12
  Accumulation of (UHH, UHM, UHWO)  13
  Community colleges (see R-6)  12
  Earning of (UHH, UHM, UHWO)  12
  UHH, UHM, UHWO  12
Sick leave  Ref 1
Sick leave, Community College  
  9-month “C” employee  Ref 21
  Accumulation  Ref 17
  Charge only actual school days  Ref 18
  Employees’ Retirement System, transfer of credits to  Ref 19
  Entitlement amount  Ref 16
  Forfeiture on conclusion of grant  Ref 19
  Leave of absence after one month  Ref 19
  Physical check-up  Ref 18
  Procedures for faculty on accrual system  Ref 20
  Sabbatical  Ref 22
Sick-out  63
SkyBridge, see distance learning  25
Special Salary Adjustments, procedures  Ref 70
Spouse, care of, family leave  16
Spring recess  5
Stipends for academic chairs  59
Strike  63
Study leaves  
  Criteria in evaluating application for  8
  Professional meetings, etc., during vacation  8
Study leaves, generally  7
Suits against faculty  3
Summer Session  56-57
Suspension prohibited during disciplinary proceedings  53

Teaching assignments  4
Teaching assignments  Ref 3
Teaching assignments & equivalencies, reopening of bargaining  63
Teaching assignments, pro-rated for part time faculty  Ref 4
Teaching equivalencies  4
Temporary Faculty  30
Tenure  
  Additional material to TPRC after negative action  36
Anonymous material in dossier prohibited  33
Application forms made available  33
Appointment to an administrative position  31
Confidential treatment of application by TPRC  34
Conflicts of roles, reviewers' duty to avoid  34
Criteria  33
DC  33
Deadline for application  29
Departmental personnel procedures  24
DPC  33
Duration of probationary period  27
Grievance procedure not applicable, when  35
Grievance procedures inapplicable, when  39
Guidelines  33
Hearing Officer; positive recommendation to Board of Regents  38, 37
Immediate tenure  32
Locus of; where granted  32
Negative action, two alternatives for applicant  36
No claim to probationary position  26
Non-renewal, notification of, barring application for tenure  30
Notification of grant or refusal, by Employer  29
Notification of negative action  36
Prerogative of non-appointment  26
Probationary credit, transference of  30
Probationary period, leaves of absences during  31
Probationary period, maximum duration  28
Probationary period, relationship to G-funded position  27
Probationary period, start and finish of  26
Probationary period; break in service  31
Probationary period; service elsewhere ignored  30
Probationary service in positions funded indefinitely  26
Recommendation by DC/DPC  33
Renewal of probationary contracts; term  28
Secret ballot by TPRC  34
Small departments, DPC procedure  35
TPRC  34
Transfer of programs, effect on tenure or probation  32
Transfer of tenured persons.  32

**Terminate**
Non-reappointment  39

**Termination**
Discharge prohibited during disciplinary proceedings  53
Felony, procedure following conviction for  53
Payment for accrued vacation  11
Retrenchment  47
Terminal contract  40
Termination with unused sick leave  Ref 27
Transfer of programs  32
Transfers, re sick leave credits  Ref 26
Travel
  Mileage reimbursement, private vehicles  21
  Personal reasons between semesters  5
  Professional meetings  20
  Reimbursement of excess expenses  21
  Travel allowance, in-state  20
  Travel allowance, out-of-state  20
TPRC, see Tenure and Promotion Review Committee  34
Tuition, faculty exemption from  3
Tutoring students  2

Union activity, or lack of activity  1
Union business  50
Union meetings, use of facilities  50
University mail, use of by union  50
University Patent and Copyright Committee  Ref 41

Vacation leaves  8
  Accumulation of leave  9
  Classifications eligible for  8
  Times excluded from accrual  9
Ventilation  55
Vietnam veteran  1
Vision care plan  58
Visiting faculty  30

Witness duty  17
Workers’ compensation  13
Workers for hire  25
Works for Hire Ref 51, 55